USING THE SNM: HOW THE STUDIO FOR NEW MEDIA ACTUALLY WORKS

12:10 PM-1:00 PM
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17

Held in the Studio for New Media (Ross 316), this brown-bag lunch meeting will begin with Geoff Sauer showing participants how to use the less-obvious equipment in the SNM.

Included will be such tools as the VHS to DVD copier, MiniDV VCR, FireWire/USB switches, CD/DVD printer, laptop bay, and VNC remote control for Studio computers.

After he’s shown a few, other Studio members (there are now 48 of us) will take turns showing what they’ve learned to use in the Studio.

If you’re a Studio member who hasn’t fully explored its technologies yet, or not a member yet but curious, please consider joining us for a convivial introduction to the new media tools currently available in Ross Hall.

THE MACINTOSH STATION
Connected to all the multimedia tools in the room, this computer can capture all sorts of media, edit them, then export them for use in research, teaching and collaboration.

THE VIDEO STATION
A computerless station, this area lets you watch computers, MiniDV, VHS or DVD media, then copy from or to any of these quite easily (once you understand how they work).

THE WINDOWS STATION
A high-end multiprocessor Dell, this is one of the fastest computers in Ross, with software for everything from scanning to videoconferencing to DVD creation and editing.

Come to see how these and other technologies work. Friday. Noon. 316 Ross.